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House Speaker Kevin McCarthy wants to
know if there are more Chinese-linked bio
labs like the one discovered in Reedly,
California. The illegal lab was packed with
vials of infectious viruses, hundreds of
bioengineered mice, and thousands of
gallons of biological fluids. Most worrisome,
the lab has connections to Chinese
companies.  

Also, the prosecution team is trying to convince the judge in the latest Donald Trump case to issue a
protective order, which Trump says would essentially gag him; and an Indiana bill ignites debate over
the process of giving up a baby anonymously.  

In the second half of the show, Christian Gomez interviews Congressman Glen Grothman, chairman of
the House Subcommittee Hearing on Unidentified Anomalous Phenomena (UAP), about whether
UAPs/UFOs constitute a threat to U.S. national security. And what good is a Constitution limiting the
whims and passions of the majority if it can be changed by a simple majority vote? That’s precisely what
Ohio voters are deciding today. Learn more about this from John Birch Society Research Associate
Peter Rykowski.  

RELATED

Read: California Bio Lab Linked to China and Covid-transmitting GMO Mice

Get the latest TNA issue, “Is It Too Late for America?” when you subscribe to the print edition of our
print magazine HERE

Stay atop important legislation with JBS’s Legislative Alerts. Sign up HERE
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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